Hepatitis C infection after blood product transfusion

The cloning of the hepatitis C virus (HCV) \(^1\) and the subsequent development of sophisticated serological assay \(^2\) has led to the identification of HCV as the major cause of hepatitis after transfusion in adults and children. Many questions remain with regard to methods of transmission, natural history, and outcome of infected children, and the indications and efficacy of potential treatment.

Transmission of infection

The risk of infection is mainly confined to children who received blood products or transplanted organs before 1990 when universal screening for HCV was established. HCV transmission has been reported with all blood products including factor VIII, \(^3\) immunoglobulin D, \(^3\) and immunoglobulin infusions. \(^5\) Although passive transfer of HCV antibodies from blood products has been reported and may lead to confusion, \(^6\) the risk of active infection is highest in children who received multiple transfusions or pooled blood products for their underlying disease. \(^7\)

The current Blood Transfusion Service 'Look Back' study (in which all blood donors before 1991 are screened for HCV and both donors and any previous recipients traced) has confirmed reports from many centres worldwide that the children most at risk include those with haemolytic anaemia, \(^8\) previous leukaemia, \(^9\) solid organ tumours, \(^10\) haemophiliacs, \(^11\) renal dialysis patients, \(^11\) and bone marrow, \(^12\) kidney, \(^13\) and liver transplant recipients. \(^14\) \(^15\)

Currently, the prevalence of HCV infection in British blood donors is low (<1%) compared with other parts of the world such as Egypt, \(^16\) Italy, \(^17\) and Japan. \(^18\) The high prevalence in these countries may be related to sporadic infection as well as to intrafamilial and sexual transmission, which may be as high as 15% in Italy \(^17\) and 24% in Japan, \(^18\) although uncommon in other populations. \(^7\)

It is clear that while sexual transmission does occur over time and may be the main route of intrafamilial spread, \(^19\) the risk is less with HCV than with hepatitis B or HIV. In contrast to hepatitis B, vertical transmission is less likely (1-10%). \(^20\) Although passive transfer of maternal HCV antibodies to their babies has been recorded, \(^20\) active infection is unlikely unless associated with high levels of maternal HCV RNA \(^21\) or co-infection with HIV. \(^22\) Breast feeding does not transmit HCV. \(^23\)

Diagnostic tests

The initial diagnosis of HCV depended on first generation assays which demonstrated antibody to a recombinant HCV structural protein c-100. \(^2\) Subsequent assays which incorporated other structural and non-structural antigens have increased sensitivity, particularly the third generation recombinant immunoblot assay (RIBA-II). \(^2\) Nevertheless these assays do not differentiate previous exposure from ongoing infection or passive antibody transfer. \(^4\)

The development of methodology to detect and quantify HCV RNA by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) is more specific \(^24\) and may be a sensitive marker of both infection and of underlying liver disease. \(^25\) Diagnostic confusion arose with the early ELISA assays in which there was false positivity in patients with autoimmune hepatitis \(^26\) or syphilis. \(^27\) Such patients with non-specific positivity are likely to be both RIBA negative and HCV-RNA negative. Identification of HCV genotype (I to VI) does not improve diagnostic yield but may predict natural history or response to treatment as patients with genotype I appear to be less responsive to interferon. \(^28\) \(^29\)

Natural history of HCV infection

There is little current information about the natural history of HCV infection in childhood. The available information is based on small studies over the last five years or extrapolated from adult studies in patients with post-transfusion hepatitis. It is likely that the natural history and risk of progression to liver disease will vary depending on the underlying disease for which the blood products were required.

Anti-HCV antibodies may persist in patients with resolved infection or may disappear at some time after a self-limiting hepatitis. \(^29\) A study in kidney transplant recipi-
ents reported that up to 90% of children remained infected and at least 80% had biochemical evidence of hepatitis. A similar study identified that 45% of children infected after open heart surgery had persistent HCV infection with biochemical hepatitis. The remaining 55% of patients who became HCV seropositive had absent HCV RNA, and normal hepatic transaminase values indicating resolved HCV infection. It may be difficult to define the extent of liver disease as there is no correlation between HCV seropositivity and the development of chronic liver disease, although the likelihood of coexisting liver disease is increased if hepatic transaminase values are raised. A number of studies have indicated that there is no good correlation between transaminase values and histological evidence of hepatic inflammation and thus it may be necessary to perform a liver biopsy to assess the extent of histological damage. Adult studies have indicated that HCV infection is associated with significant chronic liver disease, progression to cirrhosis in 20–30% and the development of hepatocellular carcinoma in some patients. It is likely that the rate of progression from infection to liver disease and cancer may extend over 30 years.

A recent review of 33 children with cryptogenic chronic liver disease in Italy indicated that HCV infection was responsible in 48% of the patients of whom 88% had previous parenteral exposure. Only 11% of children developed normal liver function but none developed liver failure, suggesting that HCV caused a low grade hepatitis in this group of children. Two similar studies supported this finding as approximately 42% of children with parenterally acquired HCV infection developed a mild to moderate hepatitis over three years without cirrhosis.

In 17 children who had survived malignant disease an aggressive hepatitis was identified in 30%, although there was no progression of the liver disease within a year. In addition, an Italian study found no evidence of cirrhosis in 13 HCV positive children followed up over four years. It seems that approximately 40% of infected children will develop hepatitis but the rate of progression to cirrhosis has not yet been determined.

The risk of developing liver disease may be higher in children who have been previously treated for malignancy or in haemophiliacs with co-infection with HIV and in patients with thalassaemia who have underlying hepatic haemosiderosis. Although non-specific autoantibodies may be associated with HCV infection, there is some evidence that the virus stimulates an autoimmune reaction, with the production of liver/kidney microsomal antibodies creating difficulties with both diagnosis and treatment.

**Treatment of HCV**

The low titres studies in adults indicating the significance of HCV in the development of chronic liver disease and cancer, and the recent publication of effective treatment with interferon, have lead to pressure for treatment of HCV in childhood. In two large studies, 50% of adults demonstrated histological and biochemical response to interferon alfa within 4–12 months of starting treatment. Relapse followed cessation of treatment in half the patients within three months. Those patients who had a shorter disease duration, were younger, had less active liver disease with low hepatic alanine transaminase and low HCV RNA values or genotype 2 had a more favourable outcome. To date there are few published studies documenting the response of interferon alfa treatment in children with chronic HCV infection. Twenty one of 51 treated patients with thalassaemia had disappearance of HCV RNA without significant relapse when interferon was discontinued. A similar adult study in thalassaemic patients reported that although 73% of patients initially responded only 53% had a complete response, suggesting that children may respond better. An uncontrolled Spanish study that treated 12 children with interferon alfa (3 MU/m² three times a week for six months) reported that 90% of children had normalisation of liver biochemistry and improved histology at 15 months but only 60% cleared HCV RNA.

A controlled study in 21 Italian children using lymphoblastoid interferon alfa (3 MU/m² three times a week for 12 months) reported that 45% of children responded with loss of HCV RNA and associated histological improvement. There was no relapse up to 30 months follow up. A second study using a higher dose of recombinant interferon alfa (5 MU/m² three weekly for four months) had similar findings.

In contrast, a pilot study of six patients who had previously been cured of malignancy showed no response to interferon alfa (4 MU/ m² for 12 months) and no patient cleared HCV RNA, suggesting that this group of children may be more resistant to treatment.

The addition of oral ribavirin to interferon treatment has some encouraging results in adults but is not yet available for use in children. Liver transplantation for end stage HCV liver disease is only effective in the short term as recurrence of HCV is almost 100% and may cause severe graft damage.

**Selection for treatment**

Selection for treatment is controversial and is based on the results from adult studies and the few studies in childhood. The aim of treatment should be to eradicate the HCV by achieving complete loss of HCV RNA from both liver and serum and thus prevent the progression to chronic liver disease, cirrhosis, and the development of liver cancer.

There is general agreement that children who have evidence of ongoing infection (that is, who remain HCV RNA positive) and in whom there is evidence of biochemical or histological liver disease should be considered for treatment as discussed below. It is not yet clear whether treatment is indicated for active HCV infection without liver disease. Adult studies have indicated that the response to treatment is improved in those who have a shorter duration of disease and thus response may be improved in HCV infected children before the development of liver disease.

**Treatment schedule**

Any child selected for treatment should have a full evaluation of liver function. This should include abdominal ultrasound and a fetoprotein to detect hepatic carcinoma, HCV genotype to determine response to interferon, liver biopsies before and after treatment, serial liver function tests, HCV serology, and HCV RNA estimation.

Treatment should consist of subcutaneous interferon alfa in dosages ranging from 3–6 MU/m² three times a week for at least six months with subsequent maintenance treatment considered for those children who respond with a reduction or complete loss of HCV RNA. As our understanding of the natural history and response to treatment for hepatitis C is limited it is essential that these children should be managed and treated only as part of scientific multicentre based studies.

**Summary**

HCV infection has been demonstrated in multiply transfused children who received blood products or transplanted organs before universal screening in 1990. The risk
of active infection is related to the number of transfusions or pooled blood products. Accurate diagnosis of infection is dependent on utilisation of third generation RIBA and identification of HCV RNA by RT-PCR. The diagnosis of HCV in childhood is determined and prospective long term studies should be undertaken. It is likely that about 40% of infected children will develop chronic hepatitis with progression at some time to cirrhosis and have an increased risk of developing liver cancer. Treatment with interferon alphas may be effective in up to 50% of children and only those children with documented infection with HCV RNA should be selected for treatment. In order to answer important questions about natural history, outcome, and the necessity and efficacy of treatment response, treatment for these children should only be as part of scientifically conducted studies on a multicentre basis.
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